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Recent advances in the performance of machine learning algorithms have led to the adoption of AI models in decision making contexts
across various domains such as healthcare, finance, and education. Different research communities have attempted to optimize and
evaluate human-AI team performance through empirical studies by increasing transparency of AI systems, or providing explanations
to aid human understanding of such systems. However, the variety in decision making tasks considered and their operationalization in
prior empirical work, has led to an opacity around how findings from one task or domain carry forward to another. The lack of a
standardized means of considering task attributes prevents straightforward comparisons across decision tasks, thereby limiting the
generalizability of findings. We argue that the lens of ‘task complexity’ can be used to tackle this problem of under-specification and
facilitate comparison across empirical research in this area. To retrospectively explore how different HCI communities have considered
the influence of task complexity in designing experiments in the realm of human-AI decision making, we survey literature and provide
an overview of empirical studies on this topic. We found a serious dearth in the consideration of task complexity across various
studies in this realm of research. Inspired by Robert Wood’s seminal work on the construct, we operationalized task complexity with
respect to three dimensions (component, coordinative, and dynamic) and quantified the complexity of decision tasks in existing
work accordingly. We then summarized current trends and proposed research directions for the future. Our study highlights the
need to account for task complexity as an important design choice. This is a first step to help the scientific community in drawing
meaningful comparisons across empirical studies in human-AI decision making and to provide opportunities to generalize findings
across diverse domains and experimental settings.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the performance of machine learning algorithms have led to a rise in human-AI decision making in a
wide variety of domains. For example, recidivism prediction algorithms have been used to help judges determine whether
defendants are likely to re-offend [26, 31, 65, 69], medical diseases are being diagnosed with AI systems [19, 57, 62], and
loan risk prediction algorithms are employed to approve or reject loan applications [11, 25, 38, 95].

To take advantage of AI systems and achieve an ideal complementary team performance, human decision makers
need to recognize the strengths and weaknesses of AI systems and effectively use AI advice to optimize their decision
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making. To this end, a wide variety of mechanisms have been proposed to facilitate effective human-AI collaboration
such as increasing transparency of AI systems, and their interpretability. For instance, many studies provide explanations
along with AI decisions to help humans interpret AI systems’ decisions [11, 12, 38, 40, 68]. It is also common to present
information about the AI systems to create a better perception of their functionality among users [18, 45, 45, 55]. Prior
work has also examined how human trust and reliance on AI systems is affected by different design choices through
empirical studies [16, 52, 67, 76].

Apart from different features of AI systems and inherent human factors, the choice of decision tasks also affects the
performance of human-AI teams [4, 8, 95]. Although several studies have examined the role of human factors in shaping
interactions with AI systems, there is a limited understanding of task characteristics in the human-AI decision making
context [2, 7, 83, 93]. Even though some studies incorporate tasks with different characteristics [53, 55, 61], task attributes
haven’t been identified systematically in the literature, so their impact on human-AI complementary performance has
not been fully investigated. Consequently, there is no standard and coherent way to compare decision tasks, hindering
research efforts and preventing generalizability across domains explored in empirical studies. For example, it is difficult
to say how human trust shapes in the context of recidivism prediction task [97] compares to movie recommendation
task [52]. Although this is not a straightforward endeavor, being able to make such comparisons will allow us to build
a deeper understanding of when, why, and how humans rely on AI systems and how users can be best supported in
their interactions. Doshi-Velez and Kim [30] have argued that to create and advance a ‘rigorous science’ in the realm
of human-AI decision making, there is room for empirical work that considers functionally-grounded explanations
with proxy users and tasks, human-grounded evaluation with real users and simple tasks, and application-grounded
evaluation with real users and real tasks. In practice, however, it is difficult to understand the transferability of findings
across these levels of empirical work. Moreover, our exploratory analysis of rationales reported for the tasks considered
in recent empirical work on human-AI decision making revealed a lack of depth. For instance, in a recent study, a
specific task was selected due to the abundance of datasets in its domain [95], and in another because it has been used
in previous studies [85]. We believe that this contributes to – and is indicative of – the opacity around tasks and the
transferability of concomitant findings.

To facilitate comparison across distinct human-AI decision making tasks, we propose the lens of task complexity
in this paper. Complexity of a task is influenced by task characteristics which increase information load, information
diversity, or rate of information change. The complexity of tasks is an important dimension differentiating one task from
the other, playing a significant role in determining the performance of a human-AI team [2, 43, 66]. It has been found
to be an essential predictor of human performance and behaviour [2, 21, 66], affecting the success of team work [7].
Task complexity can also impact trust and reliance on AI systems. Intuitively, more complex tasks demand more effort
from decision makers to complete and one can expect that human decision makers perform worse on highly complex
tasks. On one hand, more complex tasks may imply a greater need for humans to rely on AI systems [27] as a result of
increased information overload in such tasks [21]. On the other hand, human decision makers may struggle to identify
errors created by AI systems on complex tasks, leading to over-reliance [7, 83]. Note that we consider the construct of
task complexity independently from the users’ standpoint or abilities, i.e., independently from factors which influence
the perceived task complexity [20].

In this paper, we first shed light on the extent to which task complexity has been considered in the design of recent
empirical studies across research communities that have explored human-AI decision making. Next, we propose a means
to operationalize task complexity to facilitate comparisons across empirical works and provide us with an instrument
to gauge potential transferability of findings along this axis. We thereby address the following research questions:
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• RQ1: How has recent research in human-AI decision making considered the influence of task complexity?
• RQ2: How can task complexity facilitate a comparative lens for empirical work on human-AI decision making?

To answer the RQs, we provide an overview of the current state of human-AI decision making research through a
retrospective study. We focus on studies in which decision tasks were adopted within the human-AI team setting to
evaluate or improve their performance, either as the team or individual component. We limited our scope to articles
published in HCI conferences and journals in the last four years, considering most relevant articles have been published
in the last four years based on our preliminary analysis on Google Scholar hits. We found little evidence of task
complexity being considered or controlled as a factor within the study design. Inspired by Robert Wood’s seminal
construct of task complexity [100], we coded different aspects of existing decision tasks based on three dimensions of
complexity — component, coordinative, and dynamic complexity. Next, we annotated the empirical study setups in
different articles in our corpus (𝑁 = 127) corresponding to each dimension of task complexity, highlighted current
trends, and proposed research directions for the future.

Original Contributions.We analyzed recent empirical studies of human-AI decisionmaking from an under-explored
but important perspective of task complexity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic analysis of task
complexity across empirical human-AI decision making studies. We operationalized task complexity in decision tasks,
measured and annotated task complexity of decision tasks considered in recent literature across research communities.
We found that tasks in the literature are distributed across all levels and dimensions of complexity. Based on our analysis,
most tasks that have been considered in empirical studies have a low or medium level of component complexity. We
found that highly-complex tasks generally represent real-world problems by incorporating higher risk levels and
requiring domain expertise that demands a greater level of trust and reliance by humans. Despite existing limitations
in operationalizing task complexity such as difficulty in accounting for features like task stakes we argue that task
complexity can provide us with an axis along which we can engage in comparisons across decision tasks in empirical
human-AI studies. Our work offers a starting point on which we hope that future work can build upon, extend our
framework, and model various aspects and attributes of decision-making tasks in greater depth. Our findings can assist
researchers in making meaningful comparisons across studies, provide opportunities to generalize findings across
diverse domains, and inspire future work to tackle issues pertaining to transferability of findings in empirical human-AI
decision making research.

2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Human-AI Decision Making

Since AI systems have shown promising performance on various intelligent tasks like financial risk estimation [78] and
medical diagnosis [6], a growing number of researchers and practitioners have begun to propose such AI systems in
augmenting human decision making [54]. One main goal of such human-AI collaboration is to achieve complementary
team performance [65]. For this purpose, human decision makers are expected to identify when they should rely on
AI and when they should work on the tasks themselves, thereby exhibiting ‘appropriate reliance’ on AI systems [58].
Only a few empirical studies have reported such appropriate reliance [54, 65]. However, there is substantial evidence
that corroborates how challenging it is to foster appropriate reliance among users on AI systems [67, 101]. To promote
appropriate reliance on AI systems, different interventions including explanations of AI advice [97], cognitive forcing
functions [16], and user tutorials [23, 24] have been proposed in empirical studies of human-AI decision making with
varying extent of success and befitting varying contexts.
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Existing studies have also found that human-AI decision making is affected by a number of factors. The information
shown to users along with AI advice can greatly impact their trust and reliance. Explanations [65, 97], stated perfor-
mance [7, 102, 106], risk perception [39], and uncertainty [92] have been studied extensively in this context. User factors
like expertise [28], machine learning literacy [24], and task characteristics like task subjectivity and proximity [15], and
task types [34, 49, 55, 61, 74] have also been broadly investigated.

Despite the significance of tasks in the human-AI decision making field, a limited number of studies have focused
on explicitly considering task complexity and understanding the impact of varying task complexity. Bansal et al. [7]
defined the number of features in each task instance as task dimensionality and conducted a user study controlling
the number of human-visible features. They found that human-AI team performance decreases as task dimensionality
increases. Similarly, Poursabzi-Sangdeh et al. [83] investigated how the number of features impacts the capability of
participants to simulate AI predictions. Participants struggled detecting errors when faced with more task features due
to information overload, which can be detrimental to the complementary human-AI team performance. In contrast,
having considered two levels of complexity in their task design, Tolmeijer et al. [91] found that complexity does not
impact participants’ performance due to a learning effect. In terms of comparing human and AI systems, according to
Lin et al. [64], AI systems outperform humans when they have access to extensive amount of information.

In this paper, we specifically focus on the task complexity, which is under-explored in human-AI decision making
studies. We first reviewed studies published in recent four years to evaluate the extent to which they take task
complexity into account while designing user studies. Towards this goal, we adapted a framework to conceptualize
different dimensions of task complexity and annotated the tasks accordingly. We then evaluated how tasks with various
levels of complexity have been distributed in the past based on the proposed framework. Based on this review, we
present our findings on how various dimensions of task complexity could influence human-AI decision making.

2.2 Task Complexity

Task complexity became a point of interest for over 50 years. In the late-1980s, some frameworks were proposed to
define and analyze task complexity; they were adapted in many domains such as psychology, management, information
systems, and etc. [20, 48, 66, 100]. Among all works, the theories introduced by Campbell [20], Wood [100] gained
popularity with more than 2000 citations and became the basis of other frameworks. According to Campbell [20],
complexity of a task is influenced by task characteristics that increase information load, information diversity, or rate of
information change. More importantly, task complexity is defined independently of any task doer’s ability [20]. Aligned
with this definition, Wood [100] recognized three factors contributing to task complexity which are (i) the number of
distinct pieces of information required to complete the task, (ii) the number of steps, and (iii) any changes in either
piece of information or steps over time. They named these factors as component complexity, coordinative complexity,
and dynamic complexity.

Through adapting the framework proposed by Wood [100], we operationalize task complexity in empirical studies in
a human-AI decision making context. Note that we study tasks given to humans, not AI systems in our paper. We then
explore how decision tasks are distributed in existing work and discuss the limitations of current experimental studies
and the implication for researchers to consider task complexity as their design choice.

3 METHOD

3.1 Scoping Our Literature Review

We followed a semi-systematic literature review, widely adopted in prior studies [77, 84], including the four stages
summarized in Figure 1 below.
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Fig. 1. A workflow diagram of the semi-systematic literature review process that we followed.

3.1.1 Define Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. The purpose of this study is to examine empirical human-subject studies
pertaining to human-AI decision making, which evaluate or improve the performance of human-AI as a team or
individual component. We applied the following inclusion and exclusion criteria to filter the articles.

Human-AI Decision Making: Selected articles need to include at least one empirical human-subjects study in
which humans are asked to accomplish a decision task with the aid of an AI system. We thus exclude non-empirical
articles or articles focusing on tasks such as debugging, creativity, and sketching.

Qualitative Human-Subjects Studies: Human-subjects studies must be evaluated quantitatively in the selected
articles. Therefore, studies considering only interviews with humans to determine design decisions or asking about
their preferences and understandings resulting in only filling questionnaires were excluded.

Proceedings: Selected articles are published in HCI conferences or journals, including CHI, CSCW, IUI, UMAP,
FAccT, TOCHI, HCOMP, and UIST within recent four years, as of January 2019 up to August 2022.

Format: We included only full papers in our collection.
Most HCI conferences and journal articles are published through ACM Digital Library, so we identify it as our source.

For the articles in Proceedings of AAAI Conference on Human Computation and Crowdsourcing, which do not exist in
ACM Digital Library, we retrieve the articles from their proceedings.

3.1.2 Search. We conducted an exploratory search in the ACMDigital Library to determine search queries. We searched
for articles that included user studies in which participants were tasked to complete decision tasks. We retrieved 50
articles from the proceeding mentioned in our inclusion criteria using “empirical studies” and “human-AI decision
making” as keywords. We manually analyzed these articles and extracted seven common keywords. We then utilize
the keywords as our final search query. The search query included the following terms, “AI-assisted decision making,”
“decision support systems,” “human AI collaboration,” “human AI team,” “human in the loop,” “human subject studies,”
and “empirical studies.” An initial search yielded 5037 articles after limiting the proceedings specified in our criteria.

3.1.3 Select. We manually screened the articles according to our inclusion and exclusion criteria. We looked for articles
containing empirical studies by searching through the full texts of all articles with the keywords “user study” and
“empirical study”. We then examined the detail and type of study to decide whether we could add this article to the final
collection. For instance, we removed articles containing only interviews or surveys as user studies. After excluding
out-of-scope studies, we reached a collection of 127 articles.

3.1.4 Analyze. In order to evaluate how each article considered the influence of task complexity, we first reviewed
the full text of the articles. We then started annotating the decision tasks by extracting relevant information such
as: what kind of decision tasks, the risk of the decision tasks, how much knowledge is required to perform tasks,
explicit justification of choosing decision tasks, and whether tasks are proxy tasks or actual decision making task [15].
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Fig. 2. A decision task study. The features of the defendant profile are recognized as information cues, each step is an act, and the
final decision is considered the product.

Furthermore, we coded the component, coordinative, and dynamic complexity of decision tasks based on how many
information cues are required to accomplish the tasks and the number of steps required to complete the tasks according
to our rubrics explained in section 3.3. In case of any changes in a number of information cues or steps, we reported
dynamic complexity. We created our rubrics for operationalizing task complexity in a decision making context while
annotating the articles and observing new scenarios. As identification of information cues and steps could be subjective,
we discussed the rubrics iteratively along the way to ensure the integrity of the process. Authors of this paper iterated
over 30 articles, before finalizing and converging on the rubrics. The full list of articles and our annotations are
publicly accessible for the benefit of the research community and in the spirit of open science.1

3.2 Operationalizing Task Complexity

In this section, we, introduce the general definitions represented by Wood [100] and clarify the concepts using an
example in the context of human-AI decision making. In the next sub-section 3.3, we leverage these terminologies to
explain how our framework to models task complexity in the context of human-AI decision making. Note that all of the
terminologies and definitions in this section are adopted from the Wood [100] work.

All tasks contain three essential components: products, required acts, and information cues. We follow the example
in Figure 2 to elaborate on each component and introduce terminologies. The example presents a two-stage decision
making process for recidivism prediction task. According to the defendant’s profile, a human decision maker has to
decide whether the defendant re-offends the crime in two years. We identified 3 constructs to calculate task complexity:

Product: Products are entities created by behaviours that can be identified separately from behaviours that produce
them. They are identified as a set of assembled attributes such as an object or event and contain some defining attributes
like quantity, quality, and cost. The final decision of a human is the Product in Figure 2.

Acts: Acts serve as a specific activity or process carried out with some identifiable purpose. Acts are defined as the
component of the task which is independent of an individual who performs them. In figure 2, making an initial decision,
reviewing model prediction, and making a final decision are classified as acts.

1https://osf.io/9bg8c/?view_only=7c0fedff68514fca892b16afa385a0e8
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Information Cues: Information cues are pieces of information upon which an individual can make judgments
during the performance of the tasks. Each variable in the defendant’s profile, such as race, gender, etc., is considered an
information cue. The model prediction is also a distinct information cue in Figure 2.

Acts and information cues are referred to as task inputs that determine the complexity of tasks. In other words,
task complexity describes the relationship between task inputs and will be a significant determinant of individual
performance. Task complexity is defined with three dimensions:

Component Complexity: It refers to the total number of distinct information cues that need to be processed to
perform the task. In our example, race, gender, age, prior count, charge name, charge degree, days in custody, and
model predictions form component complexity as 8.

Coordinative Complexity: It is defined by a number of sequences of acts that are required in the task performance.
The number of steps to accomplish the task is three in figure 2.

Dynamic Complexity: Changes in either value of information cues or number of acts lead to dynamic complexity.
We count the number of information cues with variable quantities or additional steps required for accomplishing the
task as dynamic complexity. In our example, both component and coordinative complexities are static during the process
of decision making, indicating that the dynamic complexity is 0.

Note that a task can be a combination of multiple sub-tasks. So, these definitions can be assessed at both task and
sub-task levels. As a result, the overall complexity of the task in each dimension is the aggregation of the complexity
across all sub-tasks. According to Wood [100], the overall task complexity is expressed as the linear combination of
component, coordinative, and dynamic complexities: 𝑇𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝛼 ·𝑇𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝛽 ·𝑇𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝛾 ·𝑇𝐶𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 .

However, it is not evident how the three dimensions of relate to one another Wood [100]. Therefore, we consider
each dimension separately in our study.

3.3 Measuring Task Complexity

We operationalize the theoretical model of task complexity proposed in seminal work by Wood [100] in the realm of
human-AI decision making. We model the information cues and required acts defined in previous Section 3.2 to decision
tasks in our article collection and calculate three dimensions of complexity (i.e., component, coordinate, and dynamic)
for each task. Such a framework can assist us in comparing complexity across various tasks and domains.

As a first step, we need to identify the information cues and required acts in the human-AI decision making context
so we can determine each dimension of complexity defined in the previous section. To identify information cues, we
created a set of rubrics. Additionally, the mandatory steps that are required to complete the task are the required acts.

We categorize our rubrics into two groups: general rules applied to all cases and specific rules depending on each
dimension of task complexity. In order to illustrate how these rubrics can be applied in practice, Figure 3 shows seven
conditions of decision tasks along with their complexity.

3.3.1 General Rules. Rule 1: We excluded all task-independent components when calculating the task complexity: such as pilot studies, questionnaires for user factor assessment, tutorials before the actual decision
task. As all of these factors do not contribute to the task complexity, they are discarded in our measurement.

Rule 2: When dynamic complexity is not zero, (due to changes in component or coordinative complexities), we report the minimum static complexity for component complexity/coordinative complexity. The
dynamic dimension is indicated as the differential between maximum and minimum component/coordinative complexity.

Rule 3: Different experimental conditions of a decision task can vary in each dimension of complexity. We only consider the condition in which the authors investigate the effectiveness of their proposed
approach or evaluate their primary hypothesis. Such a condition is typically the condition with the maximum complexity, among others.

Rule 4: We consider explanation methods as information cues. Although they are supposed to assist humans to interpret AI decisions, they augment task complexity as humans should digest them along with
the AI decisions. However, such methods affect the complexity differently; one can directly increase component complexity,and the other may dynamically change leading to dynamic complexity.

Rule 5: Information cues can be presented in various ways, such as plots, paragraphs, tables, and images, each requiring a different amount of steps to interpret. Using a table as an information cue might be
easier to digest than using a sophisticated plot. Since we do not have any references to determine the number of steps each require, we assume all of them have a similar coordinative complexity.

Rule 6: Tasks with different stakes (risks) may intuitively have different complexity levels. However, there is no way to map risk levels to either information cues or required actions. So, we consider it as the
limitation of this framework as it can not capture them.
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(a) Baseline

(b) Demographic

(c) Additive feature

(d) Feature importance

(e) Feature contribution

(f) Counterfactual

(g) Example-based

Fig. 3. The complexity of different experimental conditions of a decision Task. Participants are asked to make a prediction on whether
this defendant would re-offend within two years on 30 trials. The study contains seven experimental conditions providing different
types of explanations. The component complexity of each conditions is: a)12, b) 13, c) 12, d) 13, e) 14, f) 14, and g) 14 . This task has
coordinative and dynamic complexities of 30 and 0, respectively. Except for condition 3, the dynamic complexity is 120. More details
on how to calculate each dimension will be found on the companion page.

Rule 7: For each task, a set of features is required to make an informed decision. Missing any of these features will cause the task to be complex and error-prone. However, with this framework, we can not

account for this type of complexity; since we cannot figure out this set of features for each specific task.

3.3.2 Component Complexity. Rule 1:We count the total number of distinct human-visible features, considering each as an information
cue. The number of information cues indicates component complexity. Note that redundant information cues are not counted according
to the definition.

Rule 2: In addition to features, the correlation between each combination of them is also considered a distinct information cue. If
we have 𝑛 features and their correlations, then the number of distinct information cues equals 2𝑛 − 1. For e.g., for 𝑛 = 2, the component
complexity would equal three as we have three distinct information cues: feature_1, feature_2, and correlation between them.

Rule 3: Each of the following factors is examined as one information cue: 1) model prediction, 2) model uncertainty score, 3) model
performance, and 4) overview of the model or algorithm distribution.

Rule 4: Each explanation method is counted as one or more information cues. 1) feature importance highlighting key features
is considered as one information cue. 2) feature contribution showing top key features and their coefficients are counted as two
information cues. 3) counterfactual explanation focusing on what changes in feature values result in an opposite AI prediction are
recognized as two distinct information cues - as they provide both what features and which new values, 4) demographic-based
information is one information cue, 5) example-based explanation such as nearest neighbour methods is considered as one information
cue if only examples with similar predictions are presented; in case of providing examples with different predictions, based on the
number of various predictions, they can be counted 2 to n distinct information cues.

Rule 5: The feedback regarding the performance of the humans or AI is also considered as one information cue.

3.3.3 Coordinative Complexity. Rule 1: We count the total number of steps to accomplish the decision task as coordinative complexity.
Rule 2: Each task instance is recognized as one separate step.

3.3.4 Dynamic Complexity. Rule 1: When the quantity of any feature changes during the process of decision making (any changes in
component complexity), the dynamic complexity should be greater than zero. Otherwise, the dynamic complexity is zero.

Rule 2: There is dynamic complexity if any feature affects the sequence of performing the task (changes in coordinative complexity).
8
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Rule 3: The additive feature attribution explanation method contributes to dynamic complexity. Providing additive feature
attribution method, a human decision maker can modify the values of any features (Rule 1) and observe their correlation among
other features and their impact on AI predictions. Based on Rule 2 in component complexity, the maximum component complexity
with 𝑛 features, given their correlation, is calculated as 2𝑛 − 1. As we report the differential of maximum (2𝑛 − 1) and minimum (𝑛)
component complexity as dynamic complexity, then, the dynamic complexity would be 2𝑛 − 1 − 𝑛.

Rule 4: If we let humans choose whether and when to see the AI recommendation, then the steps required to accomplish the task
(coordinative complexity) would be dynamic depending on whether the decision makers request AI recommendation or not.

4 RESULTS

RQ1 asks to what extent recent HCI literature has considered the impact of task complexity in the design of decision
making tasks. Among all the relevant articles we collected, a limited number of studies have considered task complexity
in designing their decision tasks [7, 83, 91]. This finding corroborates that there is no standard framework to quantify
the complexity of decision tasks. We analyzed existing tasks according to the framework we proposed in Section 3.3.2,
operationalizing the measurement of task complexity. We first shed light on the descriptive statistics; distribution across
the component, coordinative, and dynamic complexities, the extremities observed in our data, and the outliers.

(a) Component (b) Coordinative (c) Dynamic

Fig. 4. Distribution of component, coordinative, and dynamic complexity in the decision tasks corresponding to our corpus.

Component Complexity: Component complexity was found to be within the range of 1 to 23, shown in Figure 4a.
The task with the component complexity score of 1 is related to a mind wandering detection task in which crowd
workers were asked to identify whether people’s attention in the presented video clip drifted away [14]. On the other
end of the spectrum, a task related to music recommendation was found to have a component complexity of 23 [70].
In this study, a wide range of features associated with user’s preferences, attributes of artists, and explanations for
suggested songs were incorporated. The average component complexity of tasks in our data was found to be 6.9 (±4.3).

Research in neuroscience led by Miller [71] revealed that the average human information processing capacity ranges
between 5 and 9, which is the number of objects an average human can hold in their short-term memory. This indicates
the range of component complexity for human decision makers. Based on this, we consider three bins of component
complexity. First, tasks with the number of information cues (indicating component complexity) below 5 as those
corresponding to low complexity. Next, tasks with 5-9 information cues are considered to have a medium component
complexity, while those with more than 9 being highly complex. We note that the decision tasks considered in recent
literature have a medium level of component complexity on average (6.9). In total, 33.7% of tasks have a low level, 40%
have a medium level, and 26.2% have a high level of component complexity. Furthermore, 12% of tasks were found to
be outliers with a high level of complexity between 24 to 132. The decision task with a component complexity of 132
relates to predicting the risk of not paying back a loan and a convict’s chance of recidivism [95] within the same task.
The study included 18 variables in which the three-dimensional relationship between some features was presented,
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including two decision tasks from different domains and many variables (shown as scatter plots) which increased the
task complexity. All outliers leveraged specific datasets, included many features, and employed sophisticated plots.

Coordinative Complexity: We found that the coordinative complexity of tasks considered in our data lies between
1 and 100. There are four tasks with the lowest coordinative complexity, where participants were asked to react to the
hypothetical scenario in which their Facebook account is suspended by an algorithmic content moderation system [94],
movie recommendation [104, 104], and medical diagnosis [9]. The task with the highest coordinative complexity was
found to be bail decision making for 50 cases. We found that the coordinative complexity was 25.1±25.9 on average,
meaning that participants must follow 25.1 steps to accomplish the task. Based on the Figure 4b, 75.6% of the complexity
of tasks distributed between a range of 1 to 40.

We divided the level of coordinative complexity as low, medium, and high based on the quartiles; with the bottom
quartile corresponding to low, top quartile corresponding to high, and the other two constituting the medium level.
Tasks in the bin of low complexity corresponded to a coordinative complexity below 5; those with a medium level of
complexity corresponded to between 5 to 50; highly complex tasks corresponded to a coordinative complexity of over
50. In total, 25.9% of tasks were found to correspond to a low level of coordinative complexity, 56.8% have a medium
level of complexity, and 17.2% have a high level of complexity.

We also observed articles with coordinative complexity of 130 to 420 as outliers. In the task with a score of 420, par-
ticipants were presented with 210 questions regarding quality control in a drinking glass-making factory scenario [103].
There is evidence to suggest that having more task instances, with a greater level of coordinative complexity, can cause
mental fatigue. This is the result of prolonged periods of demanding cognitive activity [50] and has been shown to
negatively affect performance [73, 99]. Therefore, it is important to set the number of task instances in empirical studies
at a reasonable level to avoid the fatigue effect.

Dynamic Complexity: As explained, dynamic complexity depends on any changes in components or coordinative
complexities. Our analysis revealed that dynamic complexity was distributed between 0 to 6 (cf. Figure 4c). We classified
the level of dynamic complexity according to the bottom and top quartiles. As the result, tasks with a complexity of 0
corresponds to low dynamic complexity; task with dynamic complexity of 1 to 3 correspond to medium complexity;
and tasks with dynamic complexity of 4 or more assigns to high dynamic complexity. We also observed that 95% of
decision tasks have dynamic complexity between 0 to 2. This finding indicates that dynamic complexity is not common
among decision tasks considered in empirical human-AI studies. The source of dynamic complexity was found to be
the non-stationary nature of coordinative complexity. Some studies let the participants choose whether and when to
see AI recommendations. This approach forced participants to be more cognitively involved in the decision making
process by first probing the task inputs. This resulted in a variable number of steps depending on the participants,
leading to dynamic complexity. We found outliers with a dynamic complexity ranging from 12 to 1890. The source of
dynamicity for the study with the score of 1890 was changes in component complexity. This study includes a video
activity searching tool to build specific queries and sort the number of videos about policies being followed by kitchen
staff [76]. Dynamic complexity was a result of the fact that queries and responses were not constant.

Actual and Proxy Tasks: We also examined whether researchers conducted proxy tasks or actual tasks [15].
Participants in actual tasks are asked to make an informed decision with AI assistance, evaluating the performance
of humans and AI as a team. In contrast, participants in proxy tasks have to simulate the model decision or decision
boundaries. Buçinca et al. [15] showed how evaluations with proxy tasks do not predict the evaluation with actual
tasks which can limit the generalizability of findings. In total, we observed that 86% of studies were conducted with
actual tasks while the remaining 14% were proxy tasks in the set of articles in our corpus.
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High-Stake and Low-Stake: We also analyzed the risk of tasks as this is identified as one of four dimensions that
vary in decision tasks by Lai et al. [54]. Among all, 67.7% of studies did not specify how risky their task was. Although
this aspect could be inferred from the context, this suggests a potential lack of explicit consideration of stakes. Of the
remaining, 18.3% are classified as high-stake, 8.6% low-stake, and 5.4% set up their studies in both conditions, either by
changing the decision task [5] or artificially modifying the scenario. For instance, in a study by Guttman et al. [42],
participants were asked to check user requests for approval to run different software on company computers. In the
high-stake domain, they were targeted by a malicious hacker, while in a low-stake setup, participants were told that they
would be invited to a party if they performed well. As another approach for converting low-stake tasks to high-stake,
participants were rewarded money/points in case of correct decisions and lost more amount of money/points serving
as the punishment for incorrect decisions.

Note that we manually annotated tasks in which the stakes were not indicated. In total, 39.7% of tasks were found
to be high-stakes, 54.8% were low-stake, followed by 5.4%, which contained both low-stake and high-stake scenarios.
As there is limited understanding about the correlation between task stake and task complexity, future work could
explore how these factors relate to each other and influence human-AI decision making. Example annotations of task
complexity is shown in Tables 1a and 1b. The full list of articles and our annotations are publicly accessible for the
benefit of the research community and in the spirit of open science.2

Decision Task Complexity

Stroke Rehabilitation Assessment (25,60,0)[59, 60]
Medical Image Retrieval (14,6,1023)[19]
Medical Diagnosis (7,4,2)[79],(6,1,0)[9],

(6,240,0)[32]
Nutrition Prediction (5,26,156)[16],(3,24,0)[15],

(4,48,24)[33]
Recidivism Prediction (10,64,32)[97],(11,200,50)[40],

(8,12,6)[29],(132,10,0)[95],
(11,50,0)[69]

Monitoring and Administration (15,130,390)[81]
Job Application Approval (5,24,0)[82]

(a) Task complexity in high-stake domains

Decision Task Complexity

House Price Prediction (9,15,0)[1],(11,24,12)[83],
(12,40,10)[24]

Deceptive Review Prediction (6,20,0)[55], (4,20,0)[56]
Sketch Recognition (4,6,0)[18],(6,84,42)[105]
Movie Recommendation (2,4,0)[52],(28,1,0)[104],

(4,15,0)[63], (10,4,0)[10]
Place Recommendation (12,2,0)[96], (51,12,0)[46]
Food Recommendation (2,51,0)[37], (9,3,0)[72]
Image Classification (3,12,0)[3],(5,216,0)[101],

(4,90,0)[47], (3,40,0)[75]
Sentiment Analysis (4,3,0)[89],(6,50,0)[8]

(b) Task complexity in low-stake domains

Table 1. Example annotations of task complexity in low-stake and high-stake domains. Task complexity is shown as a tuple (component,
coordinative, dynamic).

RQ2 focuses on how task complexity can facilitate a comparative lens for empirical work on human-AI decision
making. To address this research question, we examined tasks in each level of complexity, from low to high, and across
all complexity dimensions. We found that there were some consistencies within each level of complexity and across
dimension such as task stake, task expertise, and task type. However, there were also some differences across the levels
in each dimension, which we discuss below.

Different Tasks Same Complexities: Our analysis has indicated that there are different decision tasks with the
same complexity. For most score levels of component complexity, there are at least two studies with the same score.
Among all cases, score 3 and 5 is dominant, with 11 and 12 decision tasks, respectively. Considering low-complex
tasks, they are comparable in terms of their stake, domain expertise, and task types. More than 93% are low-stake tasks
that can be accomplished without domain knowledge. A majority of these tasks involve recommendations or binary
2https://osf.io/9bg8c/?view_only=7c0fedff68514fca892b16afa385a0e8
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decisions. Such binary decision tasks are primarily artificial, with no explicit real-world applications. As the tasks are
straightforward, they imply lower demand for humans to rely on [27].

Looking towards tasks with higher levels of complexity, we observe diversity among tasks in terms of their stake
and expertise, which is not comparable. For instance, we found two scenarios of child clinical decision making [51]
and nutrition prediction [17] tasks with the same component complexity; the first high-stakes task requires extensive
domain knowledge, while the second task can be performed without any background and has a low risk. In addition to
binary decision and recommendation tasks, tasks in the bin of medium complexity were found to include multi-class,
regression, and retrieval tasks. Compared to low-complex tasks, the number of tasks resembling real-world problems
was found to be higher in the bin of tasks with medium level of complexity. Our examination, established that around
half of the tasks were still artificial [80, 105] or do not necessarily require human intervention. For instance, sentiment
analysis [89] and text classification [86] tasks can be fully automatic; thereby, human intervention may not be needed.

Lastly, on the other side of the spectrum, we found that highly complex tasks tend to be high-stake tasks requiring
domain knowledge to complete. The existing low-stake tasks in this bin are dedicated to recommendation systems
tasks. Including a wide range of features to capture human preferences makes such recommendation tasks complex. It is
important to point out that high-complex tasks are found to be explicit examples of real-life problems. In our study, we
found that as tasks got more complex, they resembled real-world use cases more, demanded more domain knowledge,
and had a bigger stake. To simulate real-world problems and human interaction with AI systems, it is pragmatic to
adapt actual tasks in which humans may want to rely on AI support.

We also observed decision tasks with similar scores of coordinative complexity, representing the number of steps
required to finish the tasks. Tasks with low levels of complexity consist of low-stake tasks without the expertise
needed. On the other end, high-complex tasks were found to have higher risks and require expertise. Interestingly,
these tasks also have a medium or high score of component complexity at the same time. That could be due to the
fact that researchers may increase task instances for such tasks to examine human behaviors over time. Consequently,
human decision-makers familiarize themselves with AI systems, form their mental models, and calibrate their trust.
Nevertheless, having a higher level of component complexity and stake for these tasks, the cognitive load of performing
tasks could grow simultaneously. Such cognitive load could lead to mental fatigue in participants earlier [50]. It seems
that researchers might neglect the fatigue effect in their studies. Comparing these user studies with actual scenarios, it’s
also rare for a human decision maker to do 100 tasks concurrently in real-life cases. Instead of doing a hundred cases in
one session, it’s recommended to examine human behavior over time in different sessions to mitigate the fatigue effect
and model the real world better.

Based on our analysis, low-complexity tasks have almost no expertise required, are low-stake, and are easy to do, so
findings across studies can be generalizable. With the increasing complexity of tasks, we observe a wide variety of task
types, task stakes, more features, and a variety of explanation methods adapted, which makes it hard to carry findings
from one study to another.

Same Tasks Different Complexities: In contrast to studies with the same complexity score, we found some similar
decision tasks with varied complexity scores. Recidivism prediction, loan approval, movie recommendation, and image
classification tasks dominate our corpus. These tasks are presented in each level of component complexity, low to
high. The underlying dataset is similar throughout the studies for the recidivism prediction [95, 98] and loan approval
tasks [35, 38]. They incorporate different explanation methods, enriched with additional visualizations along with the
AI decision to modify the component complexity of those tasks. For the movie recommendation [52, 104], the reason for
having a spectrum of complexity is integrating different user preferences to improve the quality of AI recommendations.
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Lastly, we can see distinct types of images in image classification tasks [3, 13], from clinical, nutrition-related, animal,
and animal images. Since the context of images differs, the type and number of component complexity vary among them.
Our survey showed that researchers could control component complexity by enhancing explanations, visualizations,
and user preferences when making recommendations or changing domains.

5 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

5.1 Potential Reasons Why Task Complexity Has been Overlooked in Study Design

Reflecting on tasks with a high complexity, we observed that interest in promoting the need to rely on AI or opportunities
to propose explanationmethods can typically inform such task design choices. Researchers have shown that explanations
can effectively informmental models of humans and improve their understanding, especially for laypeople [35, 36, 44, 90].
Additionally, to fill the knowledge gap between domain experts and laypeople or improve AI literacy, empirical studies
engage with more explanations [22, 62, 87, 105]. A higher level of complexity can also result from adding more user
preferences to improve the quality of recommendations [46, 72, 104].

Another reason to increase task complexity could be a need to study trust formation and reliance on AI systems
in such contexts [24, 67, 83, 102, 104]. Incorporating various features can ensure that human decision-makers access
salient features required to make better decisions, especially in high-stake domains [13, 19, 40, 60]. Missing a salient
feature could be more harmful than presenting additional information.

There’s also a relationship between task complexity and the nature of the task. Tasks representing real-world cases,
especially those with higher risk, tend to have more features and require more expertise to accomplish [62, 62, 95].
Additionally, cognitive forcing interventions are applied in studies to engage human decision-makers more thoughtfully
with AI systems. By increasing task complexity, such approaches affect human cognitive processes by: (I) asking humans
to make decisions before seeing model predictions [97, 107], (II) varying AI systems response time [16, 80], and (III)
providing feedback to humans [8, 40, 101, 103].

In terms of the arbitrary choice of task instances observed in many articles, researchers may include more instances to
explore the impact of human-AI interaction over time. Having more time to collaborate with AI, human decision-makers
familiarize themselves with AI systems, form their mental models, and calibrate their trust. In contrast to orchestrating
high task complexity, task complexity is mitigated in some studies. Due to the cost and limited accessibility to hire
real-end users of AI systems, crowd workers simulate the decision making process. As crowd workers’ knowledge is
limited, decision tasks are either simplified, artificially created, or substitutes with common tasks that crowd workers
have experience in are considered [15, 52, 89, 103]. Tasks with low complexity can help human decision makers have a
better understanding of AI systems [18, 88].

5.2 Common Limitations and Challenges in Empirical Human-AI Studies

Our observations indicate an arbitrary selection of task design parameters like task type, number of features, etc is
common in existing empirical studies. Depending on the factors that are investigated in experiments, task types can play
a significant role. For instance, the pattern of reliance on AI systems in a decision task with high-stakes in healthcare
domain could vary in comparison to a low-stakes task in the commercial domain. Features of a decision task are largely
set from the dataset that the AI systems were trained on. However, not all of the features are relevant to a given task
and some of them can even mislead users. Task parameters are also typically determined due to external factors such as
associated costs, or available time. In many studies, the number of task instances, as well as the length of the study,
are set according to the available budget. Furthermore, limited access to domain experts (where expertise is required)
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results in studies with fewer participants. Regarding whether tasks are actual or proxy tasks [15], we observed that 25%
of studies in our corpus employed proxy tasks to evaluate their hypotheses. Evaluations of human-AI decision making
using proxy tasks do not necessarily transfer to actual real-world tasks [15]. This pitfall can affect the generalizability
and reliability of findings. A human-subject study often hinges on simulating real-world tasks accurately. While many
parameters have to be simplified in isolated studies, the simulation still needs to be valid. There are sometimes tasks
that are artificially created [18, 105], or tasks that do not fit into human-AI decision making are adapted [89, 101].

Explanationmethods increase human understanding and transparency, but can inadvertently increase task complexity,
which can be in conflict with what they are meant to achieve. It can be also detrimental to human-AI complementary
performance if a lot of complicated and diverse visuals of task features are presented [90]. Although decision tasks are
sometimes simplified for lay people to complete, some knowledge and familiarity, such as AI literacy [24], numeracy,
and statistics background [41], may still be required to accomplish tasks, which may not be feasible to expect from all
crowd workers — expert recruitment on-demand remains a challenge.

5.3 Caveats and Limitations of This Study

We limited our scope to articles published in HCI venues published in the last four years. Although our corpus is
representative of literature, our sample frame may have resulted in not considering related articles published in other
venues. We do not claim to provide exhaustive insights into why task complexity has not been widely considered in
empirical human-AI studies. As the first to model task complexity in a human-AI decision making context, our paper
advances the current conversation in this community. Further work is required to extend the operationalization of task
complexity to incorporate other task characteristics, and differentiate diverse methods of information visualization (e.g.
plots, text, images), or task stakes. We hope to inspire future work in proposing methods to help inform and facilitate
meaningful comparisons across empirical studies on human-AI decision making.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

In our paper, we examined to what extent recent literature in human-AI decision making has considered task complexity
in the design of empirical studies (RQ1) and how task complexity can facilitate comparisons across experimental settings
(RQ2). To answer our research questions, we reviewed the published literature on human-AI decision making tasks in
the last four years. We found little evidence of its consideration as a design parameter. We then operationalized task
complexity based on Robert Wood’s seminal work. We analyzed different dimensions of task complexity and measured
them using a set of well-defined rubrics. Our analysis found that tasks in the literature range in complexity across all
levels and dimensions. Most of the tasks considered in empirical studies have low or medium complexity. The most
complex tasks, which largely resemble real-world problems, were found to have higher risk levels, requiring domain
expertise. Despite the limitations in our operationalization of task complexity — we did not account for other task
characteristics that may effect task complexity — we found that it can still provide us with an axis for comparing decision
tasks in human-AI studies. Such comparisons are particularly meaningful in tasks with lower levels of complexity. Based
on our analysis of empirical human-AI studies, we found that it is important to measure and report the different types
of expertise or domain knowledge that the participants might have (numeracy, AI literacy, familiarity with statistics or
information visualization), so that comparisons across studies can be made meaningfully. Future work in this realm can
consider explicitly controlling the level of task complexity across the experimental conditions. In the imminent future,
we aim to expand our operationalization of task complexity to account for other task features and build a tool that can
automatically measure the complexity of tasks across Wood’s three dimensions and inform researchers in their design
of empirical human-AI studies.
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